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We study the problem of the tolerance to fabrication errors in one-dimensional photonic crystal wavelength
converters. In particular we consider the case of wavelength conversion obtained via quasiphase matching
(QPM) based on a periodic amplitude modulation of the fundamental wave(Bloch-mode-QPM). Both numeri-
cal simulations of a waveguide-based structure and experimental results in an AlGaAs thin-film multilayer
show that the proposed QPM mechanism is extremely tolerant to both systematic and random errors in the
periodicity and duty cycle of the grating.
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Thanks to their potentiality in achieving efficientxs2d in-
teractions, photonic band-gap(PBG) structures have recently
attained considerable attention. In particular, owing to the
periodic modulation of the refractive index or geometry of
the waveguide, these structures can introduce such an
amount of dispersion as to compensate the material one.
Moreover recent studies of second-order nonlinear processes
in one-dimensional(1D) gratings[1,2] have also been moti-
vated by the possibility of obtaining a simultaneously phase-
matched and enhanced nonlinearity near the photonic band-
gap edge[3]. It has been shown[4,5] that this enhancement
has mainly two origins. The first is that phase matching(dis-
persive PM) of the nonlinear process is obtained, due to the
variation of the phase velocities near the PBG edge[6]. The
second reason is that these structures experiment a PBG edge
mode-density enhancement corresponding to a modification
of the group velocities. Inxs2d materials, the combination of
these two effects may give origin to extremely efficient sec-
ond harmonic(SH) conversion that may scale up to the sixth
power with device length[7]. Although this process might
seem very efficient, it presents serious technological difficul-
ties if it has to be implemented in an integrated optical wave-
guide. It has also been demonstrated that dispersive PM re-
quires very high index contrast in order to compensate the
large material dispersion at telecom wavelengths(around
1550 nm) [2]. An example of such an integrated grating is
given by Midrio, Socci, and Romagnoli[8], where alternat-
ing layers of material with air attains the high index contrast.
The main problem with such gratings is due to fabrication
error tolerance in the periodicity or duty cycle[8], which
becomes extremely critical. The tolerance to random errors
in the photonic crystal periodicity is a problem that has been
addressed for a waveguide in a 2D photonic crystal[9] and
the transmission characteristics were shown to be robust with
errors up to 20% of the periodicity. However, nonlinear

wavelength conversion introduces a further difficulty as the
phase relation between the different interacting wavelengths
is of utmost importance. The authors in Ref.[8] observed
that even a 0.1% error in the layer dimensions or in the
refractive index caused the pump to no longer seed on the
designed transmission peak. In this way frequency conver-
sion is ruined because, since the reflectivity of the elemen-
tary cell is very high, even a small variation of the layers’
thickness prevents the different contributions of transmission
and reflection from summing in phase and thus destroying
the phase matching condition.

Recently we have demonstrated the possibility of obtain-
ing efficient conversion in a 1D photonic crystal with a dif-
ferent method[10]. It is well known [11] that a periodic
perturbation may give rise to quasiphase matching(QPM) if
the perturbation wave vectorsKd is exactly equal to the op-
tical wave-vector-phase mismatch, i.e.,K=2p /L=2kv−k2v

(whereL is the perturbation periodicity). However, we have
shown [10] that when we also consider the finite length of
the perturbation(i.e., the grating), the situation is slightly
more complex so we analyzed it in a different manner. For
clarity we briefly recall the main aspects of this phase-
matching method. The generated SH field may be written as

E2v ~ E
0

L

fszdxs2dEv
2exps− jDbzd s1d

whereL is the crystal length,xs2d is the second-order nonlin-
earity, Db=b2v−2bv is the phase mismatch, andz is the
propagation axis. IfDb is finite, the SH energy flows back
and forth between the fundamental(FF) to the SH waves,
thus greatly limiting the conversion efficiency.fszd is a ge-
neric periodic function and is usually thought of as a periodic
modulation of the material nonlinear coefficient so as to ren-
der the energy flow unidirectional from the FF to the SH
field, i.e., so as to give rise to quasiphase matching(QPM)
[12]. The periodicity is chosen to be an even multiple of the*Electronic address: francesca.bragheri@unipv.it
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coherence lengthlc=p /Db over which the FF and SH waves
fall out of phase. In Ref.[10] we propose a periodic modu-
lation of the fundamental field amplitude rather than of the
nonlinear coefficient — as can be seen from Eq.(1) the result
is identical. This can be achieved in photonic crystal. Indeed
Bloch modes are the natural modes of a periodic crystal
structure and represent stationary wave oscillations with a
periodicity equal to that of the crystal. If the periodicity of
the crystal is chosen to be an even multiple oflc we find that
the incoming plane wave undergoes a stationary amplitude
modulation such that the nonlinear interaction is quasiphase
matched. In Ref.[10] we described a mesa waveguide pho-
tonic crystal in AlGaAs based on the described Bloch-mode
QPM (BM-QPM). We shall consider the same crystal in this
work, namely a multilayered structure with refractive index
contrast of 0.18 and 0.03 for the FF and SH, respectively,
and a unit cell made of a succession of layerss5b−a−5b
−a−5b−3ad with lengthsa=154 nm andb=227.2 nm The
nonlinearity was taken as 100 pm/V. The total unit cell
length is made to be equal to 4lc and the particular substruc-
ture of the cell is chosen so as to position a photonic band-
gap edge at the peak wavelength. This gives a further en-
hancement of the conversion efficiency due to the mode
density enhancement. A crystal with 111 unit cells(463 mm
total length) is theoretically able to deliver a -21 dB
s10% /Wd conversion efficiency with a 50 mW pump in a
1 mm2 mode-area waveguide. One of the main advantages of
such a grating structure is the possibility to use a much lower
index contrast between adjacent layers(0.2 or less) with re-
spect to the high index contrast gratings required for disper-
sive PM. This in turn allows for a greater flexibility in the
choice of materials and waveguide configurations while still
maintaining a relatively high nonlinear coefficient of the or-
der of 30 pm/V or higher in AlGaAs.

The majority of the structures proposed in literature are
double resonant(DR), i.e., both FF and SH waves are tuned
to PBG edges, in order to have a greater enhancement in the
density of modes. Considering a single-resonant(SR) PBG,
this would present much better tolerances to fabrication er-
rors compared to double-resonant(DR) PBGs. However, the
index contrast required for a SR PBG that is in perfect PM is

too high to be implemented with currently available tech-
nologies in an AlGaAs-integrated waveguide. We, therefore,
propose a quasiphase-matched structure with lower index
contrast and hence lower conversion efficiency/mm. This in
turn requires a longer grating for which tolerances are still a
problem to verify. Hence in this report we present an analysis
on the tolerances to fabrication errors of the waveguide
structure described above and the experimental results ob-
tained from a thin-film sample, designed with the same rules
used for obtaining the BM-QPM in the mesa waveguide, in
which we found layer-thickness errors. In order to have a
complete analysis of tolerances to fabrication errors of the
waveguide structure, we calculate the conversion efficiency
in the SH generation process for two different types of pos-
sible fabrication errors: a systematic error on the period and
a random error on the duty cycle. This analysis was carried
out using the transfer matrix formalism described for ex-
ample in Ref.[13] and is particularly indicated for the study
of 1D multilayered structures with random fluctuations. To
evaluate the tolerance to a systematic error, we start from the
described optimized structure and vary the periodL (i.e., a
+b), maintaining the other simulation parameters identical.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the results evaluated for the 111
cell grating[10]. The dashed line shows the linear transmit-
tance and SH conversion efficiencies in the backward and
forward directions for the structure with no errors on layer
thickness. The solid line is relative to aDL.2 nm system-
atic error in the grating periodicity(hence an error of
,700 nm on the total grating length). We observe that such
an error, thanks to the SR structure, induces only a shift
Dl.2.5 nm of the band edge, but the conversion efficiency
remains unchanged. The impact of a random fluctuation in
the duty cycle is evaluated considering a random error with a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviations for different
values ofs. The results are summarized in Fig. 2. We exam-
ined trends for three different parameters: wavelength where
maximum conversion occurs, conversion efficiency, and con-
version bandwidth. In Fig. 2 we show both the average(over
20 separate simulations for each value ofs) and the standard
deviation from the average value, which are represented re-
spectively by the points and the error bars.These results point
out that although we find a sensitive decrease in the effi-

FIG. 1. Top graph: linear transmission of the
FF field near the band edge. Middle and bottom
graphs: SH efficiency in the forward and back-
ward directions, respectively. Results obtained
for a 111 unit cells grating and other parameters
as indicated in Ref.[10] without errors(dashed
line) and with a 2 nm systematic error on the pe-
riod length(solid line).
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ciency, such as 8 dB fors=10 nm, the device still shows
efficient SH generation if compared to a non-phase-matched
medium that would give a maximum conversion efficiency
of −70 dB. As the intensity peak of SH decreases(with in-
creasings), we observe a consequent increase of the conver-
sion bandwidth while the wavelength where maximum con-
version occurs is practically unchanged. These results show
that BM-QPM-based structures are much more tolerant to
fabrication errors with respect to deep gratings. Furthermore
there is no clear threshold, i.e., a point after which the non-
linear process suddenly breaks down, but rather a continuous
deterioration with increasings. In order to experimentally

evaluate the effect of fabrication errors we first measured, the
experimental setup used is shown in Fig. 3, a multilayered
structure, also shown in the inset, made of alternating layers
of Al0.3Ga0.7As/Al0.7Ga0.3As, so that the index contrast at
fundamental frequency isdnv=0.18. The multilayer sample
was deposited by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) using a horizontal silica reactor with the capacity
of one 2-in.-wafer. The reagents were trimethylgallium
(TMG), trimethylaluminium (TMA ), and Arsine using a
growth temperature of 740°C. The structure was deposited
using constant TMG and TMA flows to define Al0.3Ga0.7As
with Al0.7Ga0.3As created by adding additional TMA. The
periodicity is formed by five unit cells, each made of ten
layers with thicknesss126-118-126-118-126-118-126-118
-379-118d nm so that the total grating length is 7.4mm. The
sample is a 2-in.-wafer and the deposition process leads to a
varying thickness across the wafer, i.e., to a varying system-
atic error in the multilayer periodicity. Figure 4 represents
the theoretical linear transmission and reflected SH. The SH
peak conversion efficiency appears near the photonic band-
gap edge. Note that there is a slight shift in the position of
the SH peak wavelength with respect to the FF transmission
peak. This is due simply to the QPM mechanism, based on
the BM-amplitude modulation of the fundamental field
(band-gap mode density enhancement is irrelevant in this
case due to the overall small reflectivity). For the experiment
we used a 110-fs transform-limited pulse train(80 MHz rep-
etition rate) generated by an optical parametric oscillator.
The source is tunable between 1400 and 1600 nm and the
reflected SH power is monitored in function of the incident
FF wavelength. Figure 5 shows the measured FF transmis-
sion and the reflected SH(normalized with respect to the
background noise). With respect to Fig. 4 we note a large
30-nm shift in the FF transmission peak position. We ob-
tained a good fit of this curve by introducing systematic er-
rors in both the periodicity and the duty cycle of the periodic
structure. The best fit was obtained with a unit cell with
s145-108-145-108-145-108-145-108-340-108d nm layer
thicknesses. Introducing a further random error in the duty
cycle with s equal to 3% of the layer thickness does not
substantially change the result. We underline that, rather than

FIG. 2. Tolerances to fabrication errors:(a) variation of the
wavelength at which maximum conversion occurs,(b) variation of
the conversion efficiency, and(c) variation of the bandwidth of
conversion. Results, showed in terms of mean value and variance,
are obtained repeating the simulation for 20 times for each value of
the standard deviations of the random error Gaussian distribution.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup: the laser is fo-
cused on the sample, showed in the inset, by use
of a lens. The SH generated in reflection is col-
lected on a photomultiplier whereas the power
meter placed behind the sample(shown in detail
in the inset) registers the linear transmission.
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the overall total conversion efficiency or shape of the curves,
the most important result in Fig. 5 is the robustness of the
generated SH that still retains the main features of the simu-
lated ideal structure. Indeed, notwithstanding the large differ-
ence between the ideal and the actual true structure, both the
SH amplitude and the offset of the peak wavelength with
respect to the FF transmission peak remain of the same order
of magnitude.

In summary we have analyzed the tolerance to fabrication
errors of a 1D PBG frequency converter based on the BM-
QPM mechanism presented in[10]. This analysis is of fun-
damental importance for the final working device and indeed
represents the main limitation of integrated PBG converters
based on high-index contrast gratings. The proposed
quasiphase-matched structure does not rely on the strong ef-
fective index variation near the PBG edge(property ex-
tremely sensitive to small errors), but rather on the amplitude
modulation of the FF field due to the shape of the Bloch

modes near the band edge—a much more robust effect. We
have proved this point both theoretically and experimentally.
A possible drawback of this approach could be the slower
SH growth versus grating length with respect to that shown
in deep grating structures. However, in the extremely high
efficiency of the deep grating structures lies also their weak-
ness, i.e., the low tolerance to fabrication errors. Moreover
BM-QPM does theoretically allow an efficient employment
of the AlGaAs nonlinearity with effective nonlinearities
higher than 30 pm/V[10]. Even assuming losses as high as
1 dB/mm we expect conversion efficiencies of the order of
−2 dB in less than 2 mm with a 50 MW/cm2 input pump
intensity. If we also account for random fluctuations in the
structure withs=10 nm then the conversion efficiency is
reduced to the still acceptable value of −10 dB.
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FIG. 4. Theoretical results:(a) linear transmission of the FF
field near the band edge and(b) SH efficiency in reflection. Results
are obtained for the multilayered structure presented in the inset of
Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Experimental results for(a) FF field and(b) SH field in
the backward direction.
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